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Some of the Spanish cities with stunning Jewish past have been rebuilding their Jewish 
quarters and recovering the knowledge of the lives of Jewish families.  
Hidden history uncovered after five hundred years and now ready to be discovered by 
the visitors.  
 
Visiting Sefarad through our cities is to discover medieval complexes and architectonical 
heritage, but also the culture and traditions of the Jewish communities of the middle age, 
that were the origin of the nowadays Sefardic Communities all around the world. All 
started here.  
 
Hebrew secrets hidden in the millenary mighty wall of Avila. Getting lost in the tiny streets 
of the Call of Barcelona, with indelible imprints within the houses walls and holes of the 
ancient mezuzot. Smell the flowers that bring joy to the balconies os the Jewish Quarter 
of monumental Cáceres. Walk the singular maze of curved roads of Calahorra. Listen a 
ladino chant arising among the sunbeams of May in Córdoba, where the great 
Maimónides lived. Live Feel the happiness in Estella, “a city of good bread, excellent 
wine, lots of meat and fish and all shorts of happiness…”. Walk the streets that lead to 
idyllic landscape of valleys, mountains and rivers in Hervás. Get surprised by the 
architectural melancholic beauty and rich heritage of Jaén. Enjoy the mistery, tales and 
living memory in León. Visit the “Pearl of Sepharad” and its extraordinary cementery, 
sacred memory of rabbis and poets. Breath the mystical atmosphere of Monforte de 
Lemos, and taste the gentle character of its wines. Smell the sweets cooked by the 
Tahona de Herminia in Ribadavia. Feel the emotion of the silent streets of Segovia at 
dawn. Get surprised by the Hanging Houses of Tarazona. Return home, because the 
key was kept, fill your eyes with tears in Toledo.  
 
Lot to discover in Sepharad!!! 


